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Functions Review
In algebra, instead of just trying to figure out the single operation I need to combine
two numbers with, I often have to work with more complex equations, where one
number is having several operations done to it to get another number. Being able to recognize what
operations are happening in what order, and being able to picture what each of those operations do, are the
key skills of math literacy.

So far, we have learned how to use a function by pushing the input number through step by step to get the
output, and also how to perform various operations on functions: reversing them, stitching two together with
the transitive property, and simplifying them with the associative and distributive properties. We have also
learned how to visualize a function as a relationship on a number line, and we have said that the two
operations we have so far, addition and negation, can only lead to two sorts of number line transformations,
shifting and reflection.

Most of our effort has been focused on reading word problems. Here, the task is to identify and label the
numbers that the problem is telling me about, and then to record their relationships using functions on a
number line. I can then find a path to a solution merely by using those functions.

. 1 Find the input or output, whatever is missing, for each of the functions below. If you would like, you
could simplify the function first.

a)     →+6→ →–3→ →+7→12

b) 0→ →+3→–8→ →+10→–3→

c)     →–4→ →+6→ →–5→3

. 2 For each of these functions, simplify it, and then draw on a number line what it does.

a)  →+2→ →–3→–5→ →–6→

b)  → →+4→–9→ →–5→ →+3→

c)   →–2→ →+7→ →–5→ →+1→
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. 3 a) A bus has a total of 40 seats. Write a function relating the number of full seats to the number of
empty ones.

b) Looking at two buses at a bus terminal, I notice that bus A has enough people on it to fill in all the
empty seats on bus B, with five extra people left over who would have to stand. Write me a function
relating the number of people on bus A to the number on bus B.
(Hint: You could think about what the total number of people must be. Or, you could think of how the
number of people on A is related to the number of empty seats on B)

c) If bus A has twelve empty seats right now, how many empty seats does bus B have?

. 4 I invite 60 people to a party, of which all are either sophomores or juniors. There are 16 more girls
present than sophomores. If there are 22 boys present, how many juniors are there?
(Please show how you arrived at your answer. For the sake of simplicity, you could assume that all
those present would identify themselves as either a girl or a boy.)


